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Abstract

The forward-backward asymmetries for the processes e+e� ! c�c and
e+e� ! b�b at the Z resonance are measured using identi�ed D�� mesons.
In 905,000 selected hadronic events, taken in 1991 and 1992 with the DELPHI
detector at LEP, 4757 D�+ ! D��+ decays are reconstructed. The c and b

quark forward-backward asymmetries are determined to be:

Ac�c
FB = 0:077 � 0:029 (stat) � 0:012 (sys) ;

Ab�b
FB = 0:059 � 0:062 (stat) � 0:024 (sys) :

Constraining the b asymmetry to the value measured by DELPHI using inde-
pendent analyses, the charm asymmetry is determined to be:

A
c;const
FB = 0:068 � 0:027 (stat) � 0:011 (sys) :

This result corresponds to an e�ective electroweak mixing angle measured using
charm quark events of:

sin2 �lepteff = 0:2307 � 0:0062 (stat) � 0:0026 (sys) :

(To be submitted to Zeit. f. Physik C)
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1 Introduction

The cross section for the process e+e� ! f �f for the fermion f as a function of the
polar angle � with respect to the direction of the e� can be expressed as:

d�

d cos �
/ 1 +

8

3
A
f �f
FB cos � + cos2 �

The term proportional to cos � generates a forward-backward asymmetry, which in
the framework of the Standard Model arises from the parity violation coupling structure

of electroweak interactions. The forward-backward asymmetry A
f �f
FB at the Z resonance

results from the interference of the vector (v) and axial vector (a) couplings of the initial
and �nal state fermions to the Z boson. The Born level asymmetry for pure Z exchange
is given by:

A
f �f
FB =

3

4
� 2veae

v2e + a2e
� 2vfaf

v2f + a2f
: (1)

This tree level relation is modi�ed by higher order corrections. In the Improved Born

approximation e�ective couplings �v and �a are used to account for electroweak corrections
depending on the mass of the top quark and the Higgs boson. The ratio of the e�ective
vector and axial vector couplings de�nes the e�ective electroweak mixing angle sin2 �

f
eff :

sin2 �
f
eff =

1

4jQf j

 
1 � �vf

�af

!
; (2)

where Qf is the electric charge of the fermion. A measurement of Af �f
FB is very sensitive

to sin2 �feff and allows a precise test of the Standard Model. For all fermions except b

quarks, the di�erences predicted by the Standard Model between the sin2 �
f
eff are much

smaller than the experimental errors and will therefore be called sin2 �
lept
eff in the following.

In this analysis, the forward-backward asymmetries for the processes e+e� ! c�c and
e+e� ! b�b at

p
s =MZ are measured using reconstructedD�+ mesons y. The D�+ carries

a charm quark and therefore provides a clean signature of a c�c event or a decay of a heavy
B meson in a b�b event. In both cases the charge of the D�+ is directly correlated to the
charge of the primary quark. A D�+ is identi�ed through its decay into D��+, while the

D� is reconstructed in the decay modes K��+, K��+(��) and K��+���+. The energy
of the D�+ and the decay length of the D� are used to separate c�c and b�b events. Particle
identi�cation, provided by the DELPHI Ring Imaging Cherenkov Counters (RICH) and
the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), is used to reduce the combinatorial background.

After a short description of the D�+ reconstruction technique and the particle identi�-
cation methods, the measurement of the forward-backward asymmetrieswith an unbinned
maximum likelihood �t to the D�+ spectra, including the time dependence of the B�

d� �B�
d

mixing e�ect [1], is described below.

2 Detector description and event selection

This analysis uses charged particles measured with the tracking system of DELPHI.
Here the components relevant to this analysis are briey described. A detailed description
of the DELPHI apparatus has been presented in [2].

y
Throughout the paper charge-conjugated states are implicitly included.
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The main part of the tracking system is a 2.7 m long TPC, which measures the tracks of
charged particles with a precision of 250 �m in the R� projection (transverse to the beam

direction) and 0.9 mm along the z direction (beam direction). For particle identi�cation,
the 80% truncated mean of the amplitudes on up to 192 sense wires is used to measure
the energy loss per unit of length (dE=dx).

The space between the TPC and the beam pipe contains the Inner Detector (ID) and
the silicon microstrip Vertex Detector (VD). Each 15� sector of the ID consists of a 24
wire jet chamber with a precision of 70 �m in R�, followed by a 5 layer proportional
chamber with 192 cathode strips per layer, providing a z measurement with a typical
precision of 600 �m. The VD is built from three concentric shells of 24 silicon microstrip
detector modules each 24 cm long. Each microstrip has a spatial precision of 7 �m in the

R� plane. The VD is therefore the most important detector component of DELPHI for
reconstructing vertices.

In the barrel region (polar angle � relative to the beam axis between 43� and 137�) the
quality of tracking is further improved by the Outer Detector (OD) containing 5 layers
of drift tubes. The OD measures the R� coordinate with a precision of about 110 �m.
Three layers also provide an approximate z measurement.

The Barrel RICH, mounted between the TPC and OD, covers a polar angle between 47�

and 133�. It identi�es charged particles by measuring the angle of emission of Cherenkov

light, and thus the velocity. The mass of the charged particle is then extracted using the
velocity information together with the momentummeasurement provided by the tracking
detectors. The DELPHI Barrel RICH uses liquid (C6F14) and gas (C5F12) radiators in
order to cover the momentum range 1 to 20 GeV/c.

In the forward and backward regions (� in the range 11� � 33� or 147� � 169�) two
additional drift chamber systems improve the tracking. Forward chamber A (FCA) con-
sists of three pairs of wire planes, rotated by 120� with respect to each other in order to
resolve internal ambiguities. Forward chamber B (FCB) consists of 12 wire planes, twice
repeating the orientations of FCA. No Forward RICH information was available for the

data used in this analysis.

2.1 Hadronic event selection

First the primary vertex is �tted from the measured tracks using a beam spot con-
straint. The beam spot position and its error are determined for each LEP �ll of the
1991 data taking period. Due to beam movements in the 1992 data taking period, it

is necessary to use di�erent beam spot positions within one LEP �ll. For each event
the primary vertex is �tted by constraining all charged tracks to the beam spot position.
This process is iterated by rejecting the tracks with the largest contribution to the overall
�2 from the primary vertex �t until the �2=NDF < 1:5. The precision obtained for the
�tted primary vertex position perpendicular to the beam axis (xy) is dominated by the
VD. From the simulation it is estimated to be 66(60) �m in x(y) for the 1991 data and
50(46) �m in x(y) for the 1992 data. Along the beam direction (z) the TPC dominates
the precision of the primary vertex measurement, which is about 570 �m and 470 �m for

the two years, respectively.
The momentum resolution of tracks at small polar angles, determined using only FCA

and FCB, is improved by a constrained �t to the primary vertex if they are compatible
with coming from the primary vertex.
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Particles satisfying the following selection criteria are used in the analysis:

� track length > 30 cm ,
� 20� � �track � 160� ,
� momentum p between 0.15 and 50.0 GeV/c ,
� relative error on p < 100% ,
� impact parameters j�xyj � 5:0 cm and j�zj � 10:0 cm .

Here the impact parameters �xy and �z are the distances of closest approach to the
primary vertex. No impact parameter cuts are applied to tracks measured by the FCA
and FCB only.

Events are accepted if:

� the total energy of charged particles Ech > 12% � ps,
where

p
s is the centre of mass energy ,

� the charged particle multiplicity nch � 5 .

These selection criteria ensure good tracking quality and agreement of DELPHI data
with simulation. A sample of about 957,000 hadronic events is selected from the data
taken by DELPHI in 1991 and 1992, corresponding to a selection e�ciency of 96% ob-
tained from the simulation. Due to the energy dependence of the forward-backward

asymmetry, only events at the Z resonance are used for this measurement. This cut
reduces the data sample to about 905,000 events. A sample of 1,118,000 JETSET 7.3
Parton Shower [3] Z ! q�q events with DELPHI modi�cations of b and c decays and a
full detector simulation [4] is used in this analysis.

3 Reconstruction of D�+
! D

�
�
+

For this analysis reconstructed D�+ mesons are used as a signature for c�c and b�b events.
The D�+ is identi�ed through its decay into D��+. The charge of the low momentum
pion (called slow pion �sl in the following) from the D�+ decay is directly correlated to
the charge of the primary quark. The D� is reconstructed in three di�erent decay modes:

� K��+

� K��+(��)
� K��+���+ .

For all decay modes the selection of candidates is performed in a similar way. A
number of charged particles corresponding to the multiplicity of the speci�c D� decay
mode are combined, requiring the total charge to be zero. The invariant mass mD� of
the D� candidate is calculated, assuming one of the particles to be a kaon and the others

pions. The �� reconstruction is omitted for the reconstruction of the K��+�� decay
mode. This leads to a satellite peak below the nominal D� mass centre on 1:62 GeV/c2.
Candidates for the K��+ and K��+(��) decay modes are rejected if their invariant mass
is outside the initial mass interval 1:1 GeV/c2 � mD� � 2:65 GeV/c2. For theK��+���+

decay mode the corresponding initial mass interval is 1:7 GeV/c2 � mD� � 2:0 GeV/c2.
A D�+ candidate is obtained by associating a low momentumpion to the reconstructed

D� meson. The charge of the pion is required to be the opposite to that of the kaon from
the D� meson.

For all decay modes a secondary vertex �t for the D� is performed if the mass di�er-

ence �m between the D�+ and the D� is below 200 MeV/c2 and if the scaled energy,
XE = 2 � ED�+=

p
s, of the D�+ is greater than 0:175. The aim of the secondary vertex �t
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is to obtain the D� ight distance and to improve the track parameters using the vertex
constraint. A D� vertex �t using the track information is performed if at least two tracks

have at least one hit in the VD. Otherwise, an additional constraint is used to improve the
vertex resolution, and thus the D� mass signal, since the vertex is required to be in the
direction of ight of the D� candidate as determined from the momentum vector starting
at the primary vertex. This approximation is also su�cient for D� from B decays, due to
the low impact parameter resolution for tracks without VD information. No signi�cant
bias on the reconstructed decay length is introduced by this method. Afterwards the slow
pion from the D�+ decay is constrained to the D� vertex, which is a good approximation
for the D�+ decay vertex because of the small transverse momentum of the slow pion to
the direction of ight of the D�.

The distance between the primary and the D� vertex is calculated in the xy plane
and projected on the D� direction of ight to obtain the decay length �L. A vertex
combination is accepted if �L is within �0:25 cm and 2 cm for the K��+ and K��+(��)
decay mode. For the K��+���+ decay mode the interval �0:025 cm � �L � 2 cm is
used to reduce the higher combinatorial background. A further reduction of background
is achieved by rejecting track combinations with large impact parameters �xy and �z
with respect to the �tted D� vertex. Therefore the quantity:

�2� =
(�xy �z)

 
�2
�xy cov(�xy;�z)

cov(�xy;�z) �2
�z

!�1  
�xy
�z

!

is de�ned, taking the errors of the impact parameters into account. A vertex combination
is rejected if the �2� of a track from the D� candidate is larger than 25 for the two and
three body decay modes or 50 for the K��+���+ decay mode. For the slow pion, which
is constrained to the D� vertex, a value �2� less than 100 is demanded. After this the
vertex information is used to improve the track parameters and thus the invariant mass
resolution.

D� decay mode cut on helicity angle cos �H

D� ! K��+; K��+(��) j cos �Hj < 1=3 � ln(2 �XE � 0:2) + 1

D� ! K��+���+ j cos �Hj < 1=2 � ln(2 �XE � 0:2) + 1

Table 1: Helicity angle cuts.

Cuts on the helicity angle distribution (see table 1) are used to achieve a further
signi�cant reduction of the combinatorial background. The helicity angle cos �H is de�ned
as the angle of the kaon in the D� rest frame with respect to theD� direction of ight. D�

decays are isotropic in cos �H, whereas the background is extremely peaked at cos �H =
�1. For the K��+���+ decay mode similar information is obtained from the sphericity
axis of the four particles in the D� system. Due to the energy spectrum of charged

particles in hadronic Z events the combinatorial background is concentrated at small
XE(D

�+). Therefore XE dependent cuts on the helicity angle are used to allow for higher
background contributions at small D�+ energies. The XE of the D�+ combination is
required to be larger than 0:2.

The mass bands to select the di�erent D� decay modes and the cuts on the mass
di�erence are listed in table 2. The mass di�erence and D� mass distributions for the
three decay modes are shown in �gures 1 and 2, respectively. The histograms show the
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max. �2� of
D� decay mode �L for D� impact parameter D� mass interval max. �m

[cm] D� tracks �sl track [GeV/c2] [GeV/c2]

K��+ -0.25 to 2.0 25 100 1.79 to 1.94 0.1525
K��+���+ -0.025 to 2.0 50 100 1.81 to 1.92 0.1525
K��+(��) -0.25 to 2.0 25 100 1.35 to 1.75 0.1700

Table 2: Cuts for the D�+ selection.

simulated distributions normalized to the data samples. The contributions of signal and
background are adjusted to compensate for di�erent D�+ rates in data and simulation.

4 Particle identi�cation

A reduction of the combinatorial background has been obtained using the particle

identi�cation provided by the barrel RICH and the dE=dx measurement of the TPC.
Due to the large number of pions in the hadronic �nal state, combinations in which a
pion is assigned as a kaon candidate provide the main contribution to the background.
To optimize the e�ciency of the D�+ signal a pion veto, rather than a kaon identi�cation,
has been introduced.

496,000 (235,000) events are available with gas (liquid) radiator information in the
DELPHI data of 1991 and 1992. The simulation was tuned to reproduce the identi�ca-
tion e�ciency present in the data. The relevant momentum range for kaons from D�+

corresponds mainly to the sensitive range of the gas radiator. Due to the Cherenkov

thresholds for the di�erent particles, a positive identi�cation is not possible over the
whole momentum range. Above 3 GeV/c, pions radiate light in the gas radiator, while
the threshold for kaons is 8 GeV/c. Separation between kaons and pions is possible up to
20 GeV/c, where the expected Cherenkov angles for both hypotheses become maximal.
For kaon candidates below 3 GeV/c the liquid radiator information is used.

The di�erent thresholds are taken into account in the calculation of the global probabil-
ities PRICH

e;�;�;K;p from the measured single photon distributions using a maximum likelihood
technique [5]. For a pion veto it is su�cient to calculate only the probabilities for pions,

kaons and protons, because in the relevant momentum range the Cherenkov angle for
photons from light particles (pions, muons and electrons) is almost maximal and they
can all be treated as pions. A momentum independent two class separation is obtained
by normalizing the probabilities for kaon and proton to the sum for kaon, proton and
pion:

tagjRICH =
PRICH
K + PRICH

P

PRICH
K + PRICH

P + PRICH
�

:

The pion veto identi�cation for kaons and pions taken from the decay D�+ !
(K��+)�+ is shown in �gure 3 (a+b). Due to the good separation quality the cut
on the tagjRICH distribution of the kaon candidates is �xed for the whole D�+ energy
range and for all analysed decay modes:

tagjRICH > 0:25 :

At least 30 independent TPC measurements per track are required to obtain the dE=dx
information. This condition is ful�lled for 63% of the tracks. A calibration is performed
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to obtain a standard Gaussian distribution around the correct particle expectation for the
measured dE=dx, normalized to its error �. The expectation values dE=dxjK=� for kaons

and pions are distinguished for momentum p greater than 1:5 GeV/c. In this region an
average separation of 1.4 standard deviations between kaons and pions is provided by the
dE=dx measurement. No dE=dx information is used for particles below 1:5 GeV/c. The
probability density to measure a dE=dx value for a pion or a kaon is given by a Gaussian
distribution around the pion or kaon expectation value:

P TPC
K=� = e

�
1

2

�
dE=dx� dE=dxjK=�

�

�
2

:

In general, light particles (�; e; �) have a higher pion probability P TPC
� rather than kaon

probability P TPC
K , while heavy particles (K; p) have a higher kaon than pion probability.

For this reason, the two class separation needed for a veto, is obtained by renormalizing
the kaon probability density:

tagjTPC =
P TPC
K

P TPC
K + P TPC

�

:

The K=� separation is shown in �gure 3 (c+d) for a pion and an enriched kaon sample
from the decay D�+ ! (K��+)�+, respectively. The cut on tagjTPC distribution is XE

dependent to account for the di�erent energy spectra of D�+ signal and background. For
all analysed decay modes, the cut used for the kaon candidates as a veto against pions is:

tagjTPC > 0:1� 0:1 � ln(XE � 0:1) :

5 Measurement of Ac�c
FB and Ab�b

FB

For a measurement of Ac�c
FB and Ab�b

FB from the cos � distribution of D�+ it is necessary
to separate D�+ from c�c and b�b events and the combinatorial background. Since the c
and b asymmetries are expected to be of comparable size and to have the same relative
sign, the statistical precision of the measurement is limited by the negative correlation
between both asymmetries. In this analysis, a good separation, giving a relatively small
correlation, is obtained by using the scaled energy distribution XE of the D�+ candidates
and the D� decay distance to distinguish between the di�erent classes. The hadronization

of primary c quarks leads to high energy D�+ mesons, whereas b quarks fragment into
b hadrons, which then decay into D�+ mesons with a softer energy spectrum. On the
other hand, a larger D� decay distance is expected for b events due to the long lifetime
of B hadrons, compared with the short lifetime of D� mesons. This di�erence was used
in [6] to measure the production of D�+ mesons from c and b events separately. The
combinatorial background is concentrated at low XE and small decay distances. It is
estimated from the sidebands in the mass di�erence distribution. Due to the di�erent
relative acceptance of D�+ mesons and background at small and large polar angles, the

�t method has to account for the j cos �j dependence of the di�erent classes.
For the asymmetry measurement, partially reconstructed D�+ mesons (�sl +X) and

reections from other decay modes (see �gure 1) have to be considered as signal to
avoid charge correlations in the background. The contributions from reections, where
some particles from the D� decay are assigned the wrong mass or are missing, and true
K��+(��) decays are treated as one class, because of the similar shape of the signals and
the charge correlation with the primary quark, which is given by the slow pion from the
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D�+ decay. This leads to a signi�cant increase of the sample for the K��+(��) decay
mode, where about 46% of the signal originates from reections. The rate of partially

reconstructed D�+ mesons, where a slow pion from a D�+ decay is combined with a fake
D� candidate which includes some particles not actually from the D� decay, depends on
the branching ratio D�+ ! D��+, the D�+ production rate and the e�ciency in the
relevant mass di�erence interval. The contribution of partially reconstructed D�+ decays
to the signal is taken from the simulation and contributes to the systematic error.

To avoid double counting of events, only the D�+ candidate with the D� mass closest
to the nominal mass is retained. The D�+ candidate with the smallest mass di�erence
is selected in case of more than one combination with the same D� candidate. Due to
this method no arti�cial peak is introduced in the mass di�erence distribution, as shown

in �gure 1. For the K��+(��) decay mode, the central value of 1:62 GeV/c2 for the
satellite peak is used instead of the D� mass. Events entering the K��+ decay mode are
removed from the K��+���+ distribution and events from both decay modes are then
removed from theK��+(��) distribution. The number of reconstructedD�+ decays given
in table 3 is obtained from the �t to the mass spectra. The prediction from simulation
for reections in the D�+ signals and the rates of partially reconstructed D�+ mesons in
the combinatorial background are listed in the third and fourth column, respectively. A
total sample of 4757 reconstructed D�+ decays is used for the asymmetry measurement.

D�+ ! D��+ rate of reections rate of �sl +X
D� decay mode

events in D�+ signal in background

K��+ 1167 � 46 4% 11%
K��+���+ 899 � 79 8% 18%
K��+(��) 2691 � 143 46% 10%

Table 3: D�+ sample used for the measurement.

5.1 The unbinned maximum likelihood �t

The determination of the asymmetries is achieved by an unbinned maximum likelihood
�t (similar to the one used in [7]) to the D�+ samples using the mass di�erence, scaled
energy, polar angle and D� decay distance distributions. Figures 4-6 compare the mea-
sured distributions for the di�erent decay modes with the predictions of the simulation,
split into charm, bottom and background events. The simulated prediction is normal-
ized to the data to reproduce the signal to background ratio. Therefore a factor RS=B

is introduced for each decay mode, which compensates for di�erent D�+ rates in data
and simulation. After this correction a good agreement is found in all distributions. The

shape of the background distribution, as obtained from the sidebands, is well reproduced
by the Monte Carlo.

For each decay mode a distance is de�ned in a four dimensional space:

D1;2 =

8<
:(�m1 ��m2)

2

scale2
�m

+
(XE;1 �XE;2)

2

scale2
XE

+
(j cos �1j � j cos �2j)2

scale2j cos �j
+
(�Ltr;1 ��Ltr;2)

2

scale2
�Ltr

9=
;

1

2

:

The transformation �Ltr = sign
�
�L

cm

�
�
�
1� e�2

j�Lj

cm

�
of the D� decay distance and the

scales (see table 4) for each distribution are used to obtain an approximately constant
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density in the variable space of simulated events around each data point. To calculate the
probabilities that a D�+ candidate belongs to a given class, the NMC simulated events

with the smallest distanceD1;2 to the data event are collected. For this analysis NMC = 50
is chosen for the K��+ decay mode and NMC = 100 for the K��+���+ and K��+�0

decay modes, which is optimized to the available statistics. The probability for each data
event to be a charm, bottom or background event is given by:

Pk(�m;XE; j cos �j;�Ltr) =
WkP
l

Wl

:

Here Wk is the weighted number of simulated events from class k, while k stands for
charm, bottom or background, respectively. The weight for charm and bottom events is

given by RS=B to compensate for D�+ production rates being slightly di�erent in data and
simulation. For background events the weight is one. The asymmetry for a �xed polar
angle then determines the contribution to the log likelihood according to the di�erent
classes:

Fk(�;Ak) =
1

2

 
1 +

8

3
Ak

cos �

1 + cos2 �

!
;

whereAk is the integrated asymmetry of class k, which in case of the b asymmetry includes
a correction for B � �B oscillation e�ects (see section 5.2). Then the negative logarithm
of the likelihood function to be minimized is obtained combining the information from
all decay modes:

L = �
NDataX
j=1

ln

(
3X

k=1

Pk;jFk(�j; Ak)

)
:

D� decay mode NMC scale�m scalej cos �j scaleXE
scale�Ltr RS=B

K��+ 50 1.0 MeV/c2 0.2 0.1 0.15 91 %
K��+���+ 100 1.0 MeV/c2 0.2 0.1 0.15 102 %
K��+(��) 100 2.0 MeV/c2 0.2 0.1 0.15 105 %

Table 4: Scales and normalization factors used in the calculation of the probabilities.

5.2 B � �B oscillation e�ects

To obtain the b quark asymmetry, the e�ective D�+ asymmetry observed in bottom
events has to be corrected for mixing of neutral B mesons:

Ab�b;mix
FB = (1� 2�) �Ab�b

FB :

Since the D� decay length is used to separate charm and bottom events, the time
dependence of the B�

d � �B�
d oscillation e�ect, measured in [1], needs to be taken into ac-

count. Due to the incomplete momentum reconstruction of the B�
d, the proper decay time

cannot be calculated. Using the average Lorentz boost � of B�
d mesons, the dependence

of the B�
d � �B�

d oscillation can be parameterized as a function of the sum of the B�
d and

D� decay lengths �L:

�d(�L) =
1

2
f1� cos (�md � ��L � a1) � (1� a2�L)g : (3)
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The world average value �md = 0:500 � 0:033 ps�1 [8] is taken for the oscillation fre-
quency. The correction factors a1 = 0:7 ps

cm
and a2 =

0:14
cm

are obtained from Monte Carlo

simulation, taking also vertex resolution e�ects into account. A lifetime independent
scheme is applied to correct for B�

s � �B�
s oscillation, using �s between 0.4 and 0.5 as

expected in the Standard Model.
The size of the correction for the mixing e�ects depends on the relative rate of D�+

mesons from the di�erent B mesons. The individual contributions to the D�+ produc-
tion in B decays are obtained from the JETSET 7.3 model with DELPHI modi�cations
for b and c decays. The probabilities to form a B meson from a b quark are set to
0:39 � 0:02(B�

s )� 0:03(baryons) for B�
d and B

+

u and to 0:12� 0:04 and 0:10� 0:06 for B�
s

and baryons, respectively. The vector to vector plus pseudoscalar ratio V
V+P

for direct

produced L = 0 charmed mesons D and D� is assumed to be 0:75. The production rate of
p-wave mesons in B decays is adjusted to 24% of the total D meson production, leading
to a ratio of D� to D mesons in agreement with recent measurements [6,9]. The relative
rates of the di�erent L = 1 states are determined by their spin weight.

As listed in table 5, the main contribution to the D�+ production is given by B�
d

decays, while the production fromB+

u and B�
s is suppressed. The inclusive branching ratio

Bd;u ! D�+ +X is in agreement with the measurement of (23� 4)% [10]. Contributions
from decays of B+

c mesons and gluon splitting are of minor importance. Another process,

leading to an observed b asymmetry with negative sign, is the decay �b!W+ ! c! D�+.
Here the relative contributions to the asymmetry are given by the production probabilities
for the di�erent b hadrons and have to be corrected for mixing. The rate for this process
is expected to be less than 3% of the total D�+ production in B decays.

contribution relative rate asymmetry
�B�
d ! D�+ +X 68% (1� 2�d(�L)) �Ab�b

FB

B�
u ! D�+ +X 20% Ab�b

FB
�B�
s ! D�+ +X 4% (1� 2�s) �Ab�b

FB

b� baryon! D�+ +X 4% Ab�b
FB

�b! W+ ! c! D�+ 3% see text
gluon splitting, Bc, ... 1% � 0

Table 5: Relative contributions to the D� sample from b events, as obtained from the
simulation.

5.3 The �t result

Taking into account the lifetime evolution of the B�
d� �B�

d oscillation, a three parameter
�t of the charm, bottom and background asymmetry to the combinedD�+ sample yields:

Ac�c
FB = 0:077 � 0:029 (stat) and Ab�b

FB
= 0:059 � 0:062 (stat) ;

with a correlation coe�cient of -0.38. The background asymmetry Aback
FB is found to be

�0:002 � 0:009 (stat). Furthermore, no signi�cant asymmetry is observed in the back-
ground of the individual decay modes. In �gure 7 (a+b) the comparison of the data to

the �t result for the forward-backward asymmetry of D�+ events is shown as a function
of XE and �Ltr(D

�). The di�erential asymmetry Adiff =
8

3
�AFB � cos �

1+cos2 �
is shown in

�gure 7 (c). The results of the �ts to the individual decay modes are listed in table 6.
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D� decay mode Ac�c
FB Ab�b

FB Aback
FB

K��+ 0.056 � 0.054 0.110 � 0.098 0.004 � 0.043
K��+���+ 0.075 � 0.060 0.090 � 0.136 -0.008 � 0.018
K��+(��) 0.092 � 0.043 -0.004 � 0.101 0.002 � 0.012

Table 6: Fit results of the three parameter �t to the individual decay modes.

In an attempt to reduce the error on the charm asymmetry, a two parameter �t of
the constrained charm asymmetry A

c;const
FB and Aback

FB is performed. From the DELPHI

measurements Ab�b
FB = 0:107 � 0:011 and Ac�c

FB = 0:083 � 0:027 [11] using prompt leptons

and lifetime tag, one obtains Ab;const
FB = 0:102 + 0:059 �Ac;const

FB for the constrained bottom
asymmetry, taking the +15% correlation between the charm and bottom asymmetry

for this measurement into account. The e�ective b asymmetry is calculated correcting
A
b;const
FB for oscillation of neutral B mesons. A two parameter �t to the data yields for the

constrained charm asymmetry:

A
c;const
FB = 0:068 � 0:027 (stat) :

Again the asymmetry of the background Aback
FB = �0:004 � 0:009 is compati-

ble with zero. These results are measured at an average centre of mass energy ofp
s = 91:27 � 0:02 GeV.

6 Systematic errors

Di�erences between the signal and background e�ciency as a function of cos � are con-
sidered in the calculation of the probabilities from the simulation. Since the asymmetry
enters in the likelihood as a function of cos �, the sensitivity to e�ciency variations is
small.

For all decay modes the relative normalization RS=B is obtained from a �t of the

simulated D�+ signal and background to the data. A variation of �15% is included in
the systematic error, not only to account for the error of the �tted RS=B, but also for
uncertainties in the agreement of the shape of the mass di�erence signals in data and
simulation.

The simulation is adjusted in order to reproduce the production rates and the average
energy of D�+ mesons in charm and bottom events as measured by the LEP experiments
[6,9,12]. The systematic errors are derived taking di�erences between the energy spectrum
in data and simulation into account. A variation of �15% of the ratio of charm to bottom

events is considered as the systematic error. The error due to the uncertainty of the
average D�+ energy is considered by varying the average energy fraction carried by b

hadrons between 0:67 and 0:72 and the average D�+ energy in c events between 0:48 and
0:52.

In the simulation a B lifetime �B = 1:6 ps is used, which is in good agreement with
the world average [13]. A variation between 1:35 and 1:85 ps is considered in the deter-
mination of the systematic error to allow for the error on �B and for di�erences in the
shape of the �L distribution in data and simulation.

The systematic error on the mixing correction depends on the uncertainty of

the e�ective reconstructed B lifetime, which is obtained from the D� decay length,
and on the error of oscillation frequency, where the measured oscillation frequency
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�md = 0:500 � 0:033 ps�1 [8] is used for the calculation. The errors assigned to the
correction factors a1 and a2 in equation 3 include resolution e�ects on the D� vertex.

The inuence of the mixing e�ect on the observed b asymmetry depends on the relative
contributions to the b sample. The systematic error is determined by a variation of the
relative rate of D�+ from B�

d between 55 % and 85 % by changing the decay properties
inside the model. The inuence of the uncertainty on �s is found to be negligible.

The systematic error due to the contribution of partially reconstructed D�+ decays is
estimated by a 30% variation of the prediction of the simulation. This includes uncer-
tainties on the e�ciency to reconstruct such �sl+X combinations as well as on the total
rate of D�+ ! D��+ decays in hadronic Z events. The systematic error also accounts for
the uncertainty of the mixing correction for partially reconstructed D�+ decays. Since

the slow pion is combined with a fake D� candidate, the decay length distribution and
thus the B�

d oscillation correction has to be modi�ed for �sl + X events. The e�ect is
corrected using the simulation and a variation of 100 % of the correction is included as
the systematic error.

From the distributions of �t results of 1000 simulated data sets the statistical error
due to the �nite simulated sample is derived subtracting the statistical errors of the data
sample quadratically from the width of the distributions. A systematic error is introduced
due to the limited number of simulated events NMC used to determine the probabilities

in the likelihood function. The e�ect is estimated from the shift of the distributions
of �t results relative to the simulated asymmetries of 0.07 and 0.10 for c and b quarks,
respectively. The stability of the �t is tested by an uncorrelated 30% variation of NMC

and of the scales entering the distance function D1;2.

systematic error source Ac�c
FB Ab�b

FB A
c;const
FB

normalization signal
background

�0:003 �0:002 �0:003
(c � Pc!D�)=(b � Pb!D�) �0:002 �0:001 �0:001

hxci �0:001 �0:002 �0:001
hxbi �0:001 �0:001 �0:001
�b �0:002 �0:004 �0:001

B�
d oscillation �0:003 �0:012 �0:002

contributions to b sample �0:002 �0:005 �0:002
rate of �sl +X �0:006 �0:009 �0:005
�t method �0:006 �0:015 �0:005

MC statistics �0:005 �0:009 �0:005
detector e�ects �0:004 �0:002 �0:004

D� instead of quark direction �0:001 �0:001 �0:001
�Ab�b

FB for constraint �t � � �0:003
total 0:012 0:024 0:011

Table 7: Contributions to the systematic errors on the measured asymmetries. The
estimated correlation coe�cient between the systematic errors of Ac�c

FB and Ab�b
FB in the

combined �t is -0.22.

A shift in the central value or in the width of the reconstructed invariant mass distri-
bution for D� mesons relative to �D� mesons can also a�ect the asymmetry measurement
if it is di�erent in the two detector hemispheres. An upper limit for the systematic error
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on the charm asymmetry is �0:004 and �0:002 for the bottom asymmetry, taking the
energy dependence of the width of the reconstructed D� mass distribution into account.

The error of the asymmetry due to the determination of the primary quark direction
by the D�+ direction is derived from the predictions of di�erent models.

The error of the constrained �t of the charm asymmetry, using the DELPHI b asym-
metry measurement from prompt leptons and lifetime tag, is obtained from the errors
quoted in [11].

The contributions to the systematic errors for the combined �t of the charm and
bottom asymmetries and for the constrained �t are listed in table 7. The relative sign of
the systematic error indicates the direction in which the results change for a particular
error source. The estimated correlation coe�cient between the systematic errors of Ac�c

FB

and Ab�b
FB in the combined �t is -0.22.

7 The e�ective electroweak mixing angle

To obtain an e�ective electroweak mixing angle from the measured charm quark
forward-backward asymmetry a few corrections have to be applied to obtain the bare
asymmetry A

�;c
FB.

The asymmetry is measured at
p
s = 91:27 � 0:02 GeV and must be corrected top

s = MZ . The slope of the asymmetry around MZ depends only on the axial vector
coupling and the charge of the �nal state fermion. It is thus independent of the pole
asymmetry itself. The correction due to the energy shift and the QED correction for
initial state radiation have been calculated using ZFITTER [14].

The QCD correction to the forward-backward asymmetries using the charm quark
direction is calculated in [15] to be:

A
QCD
FB = A

noQCD
FB �

0
@1� c1

�s(MZ)

�
+ c2

 
�s(MZ)

�

!21A :

For charm quarks the value c1 is given by c1 ' 0:95 � 0:93 for mc = 1:1 to 1.7 GeV/c2,

while c2 is �4:4 � 0:4. Here �s(MZ) = 0:123 � 0:006 [16] is used as the central value
for the calculation. The QCD corrections are modi�ed due to implicit cuts on events
with hard gluons. For this reason an error of �25% and �100% is assigned to c1 and c2,
respectively. In the likelihood �t charm production from gluon splitting in e+e� ! f �f
events, with f 6= c, is taken from the Monte Carlo and does not contribute to the charm
class. Therefore no additional correction has to be applied.

source �AFBp
s =MZ �0:0034

QED corrections +0:0104
QCD corrections +0:0031 � 0:0009

; Z �0:0008
total +0:0093 � 0:0009

Table 8: Corrections applied to the charm asymmetry.

The small corrections for  exchange and Z interference have again been calcu-
lated using ZFITTER. The corrections summarized in table 8 are to be understood as
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A
�;c
FB = Ac�c

FB +
P
�AFB. From the �t result A

c;const
FB = 0:068 � 0:027 (stat) � 0:011 (sys)

the bare asymmetry A
�;c
FB is calculated to be:

A
�;c
FB = 0:077 � 0:027 (stat) � 0:012 (sys) :

From this bare asymmetry the e�ective electroweak mixing angle sin2 �lepteff is calculated

using equations 1 and 2:

sin2 �lepteff = 0:2307 � 0:0062 (stat) � 0:0026 (sys) :

8 Conclusion

The forward-backward asymmetries for charm and bottom quarks at the Z pole are
measured simultaneously from the polar angle, mass di�erence, scaled energy and D�

decay distance distributions of 4757 D�+ mesons using a unbinned maximum likelihood
�t. Taking the lifetime evolution of the B�

d � �B�
d oscillation into account, the �t yields:

Ac�c
FB = 0:077 � 0:029 (stat) � 0:012 (sys) and Ab�b

FB
= 0:059 � 0:062 (stat) � 0:024 (sys) :

The total correlation coe�cient between Ac�c
FB and Ab�b

FB is �0:36. Constraining the
b asymmetry to the value measured by DELPHI using prompt leptons and lifetime tag
[11], the charm asymmetry is determined to be:

A
c;const
FB = 0:068 � 0:027 (stat) � 0:011 (sys) :

Good agreement with recent results from other experiments using the same method
[9,12] and using inclusive leptons [11,17] is found. The charm asymmetry Ac;const

FB corre-
sponds to the bare asymmetry A�;c

FB = 0:077 � 0:027 (stat) � 0:012 (sys), from which the

e�ective electroweak mixing angle sin2 �
lept
eff is calculated:

sin2 �
lept
eff = 0:2307 � 0:0062 (stat) � 0:0026 (sys) :

This result is in good agreement with the e�ective electroweak mixing angle derived
from several measurements at LEP and SLC [18].
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Figure 1: The mass di�erence distri-

butions �m for the three decay modes.
�m is de�ned as the di�erence between
the mass of the D�+ and the D� can-
didate. The data are compared to the
simulation. Contributions from reec-
tions, partially reconstructed D�+ de-
cays and combinatorial background are
also shown. See section 5 for the dis-

cussion of these contributions.
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Figure 2: (a) The K��+ and (b)
K��+���+ mass distributions from
D�+ candidates with a mass di�er-
ence �m in the interval between
0.1435 GeV/c2 and 0.1475 GeV/c2. In
�gure (a) the D� ! K��+ signal at
1.8645 GeV/c2 and the satellite peak

from the D� ! K��+(��) decay mode
are shown. The D� ! K��+���+ sig-
nal for XE > 0:4 is shown in �gure (b).
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Figure 4: The scaled energy (a+b), polar angle (c+d) and transformed decay length
(e+f) distribution for the D�+ ! (K��+)�+ decay mode. The signal region (left) is
selected by the �m interval between 0.1435 GeV/c2 and 0.1475 GeV/c2, while for the
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Figure 5: TheD�+ ! (K��+���+)�+ decaymode as in �gure 4. The same �m intervals
are used to de�ne the signal and sideband regions.
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Figure 6: The D�+ ! (K��+��)�+ decay mode as in �gure 4. Since the
signal is broader in this decay mode, the intervals �m < 0.155 GeV/c2 and
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respectively.
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Figure 7: The forward-backward asym-
metry for D�+ events as a function of
(a) XE and (b) �Ltr(D

�). The di�er-
ential asymmetry Adiff =

8

3
AFB

cos �
1+cos2 �

is shown in (c). The dashed and
dotted lines show the �t result for
the forward-backward asymmetry for

charm and bottom events, respectively.
The D�+ asymmetry (solid line) is the
weighted sum of the two contributions.
The background asymmetry is �xed to
the �tted value Aback

FB = �0:002.


